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The genius of this book is its balance between the specific and the general. The authors take the
days of the year and group them together into periods of between 6 to 9 days. Though this would
seem arbitrary, it merely takes the same logic of the 12 traditional sun signs of astrology, and
resolves them to a higher resolution from which more complex meanings can be gleaned. So rather
than merely describe the twelve sun sign interactions with each each other (144 relationships), this
book decribes 48 specific periods each of which has a relationship with all the other periods (1,176
relationships). In each of the 1,176 half-page vignettes, the authors have a startling ability to evoke
the flavors and forces at play between any two of the 48 periods.Despite this immense specificity,
the book is still general enough that any person can understand the 48 relationships - relative to
their own period, at an intuitive level so that upon learning another person's birthday, they can
immediately triangulate the psychic territory that is formed by the perspective at which their two
personalities will view and interact with each other. Without needing to know the time or place of
birth, let alone the year - which many people are reluctant to reveal, the month and date alone will
allow you to ascertain the tensions and blind spots, as well as the harmonies and affinities that are
likely to shape the dynamic of your interactions with the other person.Aside from the phrase used to
name each relationship, the book also provides keywords to describe three strengths and three

weaknesses. These are useful for summing up very briefly the essence of the relationship.

Ehhh... I'm just not real impressed with this one. First of all - splitting the larger sun sign categories
into subgroups is kinda nice, but also kinda vague. It's essentially a re-working of the standard sun
sign stereotypes, and if you're interested in astrology at all, you know them already. Don't get me
wrong - it's not *bad.* There's no wrong information, it's passably accurate (for astrology.) I can see
how it would be very helpful for those on cusps, and even for the rest of us, it's occasionally got
some new info (this book, for instance, is the first one to accurately point out some quieter aspects
of my personality that go against the Aries norm.) It's just not enough to get excited over, and most
people will get the same level of accuracy or better by just going whole hog and getting a star chart
done.Secondly, and more irritatingly, the actual relationship pairings were astonishingly scattershot.
I think it would have been easier to deal with if they'd ALL just been laughably wrong, but no - after
slogging through, say, 4 or 5 descriptions that could have been describing total strangers (because
they certainly weren't describing me and my people), I'd hit upon something like "Confidential
Projects," which was just a spot-on explanation of the vibe between me & my brother. What do you
do with a book like that? (Also? As has been noted by other reviewers, the book really is amazingly
negative about almost every relationship pairing. If I were to take it seriously, I'd be huddled in the
corner now, wide-eyed, whimpering "nobody loves me and I have no real friends!" Sheesh.
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